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Abstract

As the industrial revolution took place,civilisations and humans are evolving at a faster pace than

ever seen before.To catch up with the increased supply demands ,goods are being made

artificially which are also increasing the profits.As a result the quality of food is deteriorating

which has lead to the increased risk of severe health problems in human being.We now need a

system to forecast the quality of the drink and meal we are consuming.In this research paper we

have focused on red wine quality.The dataset contains important features such as alcohol,residual

sugar,density.Different measures were performed to evaluate our proposed framework such as

Precision , Sensitivity etc.Our Proposed framework attained an accuracy of 98.36% which

outperformed previous literature work.



Chapter 1

1.1 Introduction

According to the OIV, global wine consumption in 2020 would be 234 million hectolitres (Mhl).

In comparison to 2019, this is a 3 percent (7 Mhl) decrease. Consumption has decreased for the

third year in a row. It's at its lowest point since 2002[20].The United States, France, and Italy are

the top three wine-consuming countries. Portugal, Italy, and France are the three countries with

the highest per capita wine consumption[20].A diet high in low-quality foods raises your risk of

chronic diseases, whereas a diet high in high-quality foods protects you.[1].Certain types of

cancer are even influenced by diet. According to the World Health Organisation, a nutritious diet

reduces the risk of malignancies such as colon, breast, and kidney.[2].Every year, an estimated

600 million individuals – about one in every ten people in the globe – become unwell after eating

contaminated food, and 420 000 die, resulting in the loss of 33 million healthy life years

(DALYs)[3].Alcohol usage at the age of 15 predicted weekly alcohol consumption and alcohol

intake exceeding the prescribed level four years later.



The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows: In the second section we have included the

literature review in which we referred to various research works and explained the viability and

performance of the different algorithms related to heart disease prediction. In Section 3 we have

explained different machine learning algorithms. In Section 4, the proposed framework has been

explained in details including model selection, parameter setting, Experimental setup & proposed

methodology. In Section 5, performance metrics, comparison of proposed framework with

existing Machine Learning (ML) models & with existing literature is explained. Results are

shown with respect to existing models & literature in this section. Section 6 contains the

conclusion and future scope.





Machines could use this skill to improve their interactions with people by offering more

appropriate responses. Finally, this is frequently a multidisciplinary endeavor that requires

efficient computing and machine learning. Another project's purpose is to learn how these

various professions are related and how they will bring solutions to difficult challenges.

In this report, we start with analysing the info provided and supporting various labels provided.

This concept comes from our lifestyle because we will always identify the people around us

and support their important features which we notice in day to day life. it'd be a decent choice

since this method really reduces the computational complexity and will also achieve good

accuracy.

1.4 Methodology

Stacking is a type of ensemble learning where base learners predictions are done on the bases of

meta - learner through union of various algorithms.In the proposed algorithm top performing

models are selected from all the algorithms and combined together to give even higher accuracy

.The data is taken from UCI machine learning repository and the data is split into 80% training

and 20% testing after correcting class imbalance through SMOTEENN and skewness is

corrected by using PowerTransformer library.

The following attributes skewness is corrected because the value was high that 0.75:chlorides,

total sulfur dioxide, residual sugar,free sulfur dioxide, sulfates, volatile acidity.Figure 6 shows

our proposed methodology as a flow diagram.



Figure 1 : Proposed Methodology

1.4.1 Preprocessing Phase

The dataset which is used in a form of matrix is highly skewed and contains imbalanced class

distribution which can lead to inaccurate prediction hence low accuracy and precision .Also,the

matrix contains many duplicate rows which can also contribute to skewed predictions .Initially

duplicate rows from the matrix are removed. To address the issue of class imbalance we have

used SMOTE-EEN technique which generates synthetic data points and PowerTransformer

library to correct the skewness of attributes .After preprocessing ,the dataset is divided into 80%

training and 20% testing dataset.

Algorithm 1: Preprocessing  Phase



Let S ={s1,s2,s3,s4…sn} be the given dataset

SA= D(S)                                      //removing duplicates

SB= C(SA)                                    //using SMOTEEN

SC=P(SB)                                      //using Power Transformer to correct skewness

SD= N(SC)                                     //Normalising dataset

X=80% training dataset  X∈ SD

Y=20% testing dataset    Y∈ SD

1.4.2 Training Phase

After removing duplicates ,addressing class imbalance and correcting skewness of the dataset.We

can now run different Machine learning algorithms on 80% training dataset and judge the

algorithms by taking Accuracy as a metrice.Top performing ML algorithms will be taken into

account which can be stacked together .

Algorithm 2:Training Phase

Let R={r1,r2,r3…rn} be different ML algorithms

E= B(R)                                                      //selecting top 4 highest performing algorithm



L= meta classifier

T= X[E(L)]                                                 //Stacked model on X

1.4.3 Testing Phase

In this phase,Stacked Model parameters are tested on the 20% testing dataset.Initially the

Accuracy is tested then classification report is generated .The Accuracy of our proposed

algorithm is 98.36% which outperforms the previous literature work .

Algorithm 3: Testing Phase

Begin

P=T(Y)                                   //Stacked Model on Y

End



Table 4: Symbols used in Algorithm 1,Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3

S. No. Symbols Meaning

1. S Attributes of dataset

2. D Remove Duplicate rows

3. C SMOTEENN

4. P Power Transformer

5. Z Normalisation

6. X Training set

7. Y Testing set

8. R ML Models

9. B Selecting top 4 models

10. L meta classifier

11. T Stacked Model on X

12 P Predictions



Chapter 2

Literature Survey

This section explains the 5 different research work done previously and how they approached the

problem and their methodologies.Every year, an estimated 600 million individuals – about one in

every ten people in the globe – become unwell after eating contaminated food, and 420 000 die,

resulting in the loss of 33 million healthy life years (DALYs)[3].As a result,researchers are

coming up with different approaches .Few of them are discussed below.In [5] authors have

applied algorithms such as Random Forest , Support Vector Machine(SVM) and Naive

Bayes.Along side testing accuracy the author tested training accuracy as well.

S.

No.

Author

(s)

Approach Dataset Performance

metrics

1 Cortez

et al.

[14]

2009

Neural

networks,support

vector

machine,Multiple

regression

UCI Accuracy

2 Appalas

amy et

al.[16]

2012

Naive Bayes,ID3 UCI Accuracy

3 Er &

Atasoy,

[15]

2016

KNN,Support

Vector Machine

UCI Accuracy



4 Gupta[1

7]2018

Neural

Networks,Support

Vector Machine

UCI Accuracy

5 Agrawa

l et

al.[18]2

020

Support Vector

Machine,Random

Forest,Naive Bayes

UCI Accuracy,Recall,

Precision

6 Chao

Ye et al.

[19]202

0

XGBoost,LightGB

M

UCI Accuracy,Recall,Precisi

on

7 Tingwei

[25]

2021

KNN,Active

learning

UCI Accuracy

8 Abedin

et al.

[26]201

8

Linear Discriminant

Analysis,Multinomi

al Logistic

Regression,Random

Forest,Support

Vector Machine

UCI (Forina et al., 1991) Accuracy,Recall,Precisi

on

9 Lee et

al.[29]2

015

Decision Tree UCI Accuracy ,Precision,

Recall

10 Wie CC

[30]

2012

LAGD Hill

Climbing model

UCI ROC-AUC



Machine Learning algorithms have revolutionised how data analytics and data mining

works.Many researchers since the data set was made available had used robust models and

different metrics to achieve better results.Cortez et al. 2009 [14] used simple Multiple regression,

support vector machine and Neural Networks.On the other hand Er & Atasoy, 2016 [15] used 4

different techniques to experiment with the results but the models remained the same which

included Support Vector Machine,Random Forest,k-Nearest Neighbourhood.The first technique

was cross-validation,followed by percentage split,cross-validation(after PCA) and percentage

split after using PCA.Cross-validation after PCA resulted in highest accuracy among all the

methods used.This influenced our research work.(Gupta, 2018) [17] experimented by selecting

few features and discarding few based on the correlation among the variables.This resulted in the

most robust model.Kanika Agrawal et al, 2020[18] used three model SVM,Naive Bayes and

Random Forest while taking all features in account .Ahammed and Abedin 2018 [26] used Linear

Discriminant analysis on red and wine wines and got considerably high precision , recall

values.Lee et al 2015[29] saw the potential in decision tree as the first bagging method .Wie CC

2012[30] reporting was based on ROC-AUC scores .His study was solely based on decision

trees.Our study is an advance in Red wine quality prediction as we have taken into account the

skewness and standardisation of data.

2.1. My Contribution:

● Proposed Framework consists of Stacking Based Ensemble learning which adds diversity

in the classifier.

● Skewness and Guassian distribution and class imbalance is addressed.

● Hyper Parameter Tuning is used in order to select the best parameter for ML model

training.

● The performance of the proposed framework is compared with existing literature on the

basis of accuracy, precision, sensitivity, precision and F1 Score





where )= is the kernel function that performs the non-linear operation.𝑘(𝑥
𝑖
, 𝑥

𝑗
ϕ(𝑥

𝑖
) · ϕ(𝑥

𝑗
)

SVMs were designed for binary classification but can be extended for multiple class

classification scenarios that are common. Two main approaches have been suggested for

multiclass classification by SVM. In each, the underlying basis has been to reduce the multiclass



problem to a set of binary problems, enabling a basic SVM approach to be used. The two

approaches are, however, very different in detail. In the “one-against-all” approach, a set of

binary classifiers, each trained to separate one class from the rest.

D.Naive Bayes Classifiers [11]

Statistical classifiers are Bayesian classifiers. They are capable of predicting class membership

probabilities, such as the likelihood that a given sample belongs to a specific class. The Bayesian

classifier is based on the theorem of Bayes. The influence of an attribute value on a particular

class is assumed to be independent of the values of the other attributes by Bayesian classifiers.

This is known as class conditional independence. It is designed to simplify the computation and

is hence termed "naive."

E.XGBoost [24]

XGBoost is a scalable gradient boosting system that focuses on speed and performance.

Intelligent tree penalization, proportionate leaf node reduction, and other randomization settings

make it apart from traditional gradient boosting algorithms.







𝐸𝐶𝑘:𝑊𝐿𝑘



3.1 Proposed Framework

In this section we explained model selection criteria and parameter setting of different algorithms

used in the building the framework. Experimental setup & proposed methodology has been

explained further.

Figure 2: The proposed ensemble framework for wine quality prediction

3.2 Model Selection

Figure 1 all-inclusive depits proposed framework for red wine quality prediction. Firstly, we

have taken Data from UCI Machine Learning repository(only red wine data),which is explained

in Section 3.3.We deleted outliers after thoroughly analysing the data and discovering

correlations among other parameters.. Then split our data into two partitions: Training Data

consisting of 80% of instances & Testing Data with 20% instances.As Chao Ye et al 2020[19]

used XGBoost and LightGBM gave highest accuracy we included these models after considering

every predefined models and these models helped to increase the overall accuracy. Considering

Red wine quality prediction literature review most of the authors who achieved considerable

accuracy Agrawal et al. 2020[18] , Cortez et al. 2009[14],Er & Atasoy 2016[15] ,Gupta,

2018[17] have used SVM .Naturally SVM was to be included in model selection section.

Various Bagging and Boosting algorithms are proven to increase the accuracy considerably as we

can see in Chao Ye et a.l 2020[19] thats why apart from LightGBM and XGBoost other



algorithms including Gradient Boosting algorithm ,Decision Tree,Random Forest were

considered while selecting models for stacked ensemble based classifier.

Apart from selecting our models using Literature survey ,Hyperparameter tuning is also done to

maximise the accuracy which is discussed in Section 4.2 .After our model was built , We used

Stacked Classifier class to perform ensemble learning that uses meta classifiers on specified base

learners chosen by us.The aim is to have a diverse set of learners together .Given various

classifiers we choose the one with higher accuracy to be used as one of the base learners .

3.3 Parameter Setting

In this section, we discussed various factors that were used to improve the accuracy of our Stacked

Ensembled Model.As XGBClassifier,Random forest,SVM,Gradient Boosting Classifier were with

highest accuracy ,These four were chosen as a base learner for the ensemble model.

Hyperparameter tuning on the following model was done to further improve the accuracy which as

shown in Table 2 ,can in turn improve the accuracy of stacked classifiers. Random State is 42

throughout.

Table 2 : Hyperparameters used

Model Learning Rate N estimators C Value Kernel Gamma

Gradient

Boosting

1 300 - - -

XGBoost 0.1 500 - - -

SVM - - 10 rbf 1



3.4  Experimental Setup

3.4.1 Data set

The Data was retrieved from UCI Machine Learning Repository[12-13].It contains 11 input

variables based on physicochemical tests which includes fixed acidity,volatile acidity,citric

acid,residual sugar,chlorides,free sulfur dioxide,total sulfur

dioxide,density,pH,sulfates,alcohol.The output variable called quality contains variable

indicating lowest quality wine with 3 going upto 8 which depicts good quality wine.This

makes it a multiclass classification problem. Table 3 gives a detailed description of the

attributes given in the dataset.

Table 3: Description of Nominal Attributes

Attribute Description

Fixed acidity Can be fixed or non-volatile

4.6 (least acidic) to 15.9(Most acidic)

volatile acidity adds to the unlikable taste

0.12 to 1.58

Citric acid increases the originality of wine

0 to 1

Residual Sugar Most wines have dense accumulation of sugar

0.9 to 15.5

Chlorides the salt content of the wine

0.01 to 0.61



Free sulphur dioxide Helps shutting of fermentation

1 to 72

total sulphur dioxide healthy in low amount but disagreeable if found high high

concentration

6 to 289

Density It hangs on the quality of water

0.99 to 1

pH Abundantly wines have 3-4 pH

2.74 to 4.01

Sulphates Helps preventing uneasiness

0.33 to 2

Alcohol the wine's alcohol content in percentage

8.4 to 14.9

Quality variable output (based on sensory data, score between 3

and 8)

Class 1: 3

Class 2: 4

Class 3: 5

Class 4: 6

Class 5: 7

Class 6: 8

First of all,class imbalance is analysed in the dataset, as it as multiclass classification problem

and we are predicting values for each class it is essential to address the imbalance by



SMOTEEN.Furthur the few features were highly skewed which could have resulted in partial

results as a result columns whose skewness was greater than 0.75 were corrected by using

PowerTranfomer library .Other than quality which contains discrete values every other column

contains continuous values.

3.4.2 Data visualisation

Multicollinearity can drastically affect the prediction of a Machine Learning algorithm.

Multicollinearity affects the precision of computed coefficients, lowering your regression

model's statistical power. You might not be able to rely on p-values to detect statistically

significant independent variables[28].Figure 2, shows Multicollinearity between different

attributes.As we can see , this data set is free from multicollinearity but there is a heavy class

imbalance as shown in Fig 4, we have corrected the imbalance by using SMOTE-ENN

library.As shown in Figure 3 few attributes are highly skewed which can make the prediction

wrong , to correct this we identified highly skewed columns (whose skewness was greater by

0.75) and were corrected by using PowerTransformer library .Another example of class

imbalance can be seen in Figure 5 where we can thoroughly examine the distribution of class

among various attributes



Figure 2 :  Multicollinearity of attributes



Figure 3 : Skewered attributes (X-axis: Total occurrence of an attribute Y-axis:attribute)

Figure 4 : Class Imbalance(Pie Chart represents distribution of each class, Bar Chart- X-axis

: Total count of target variable Y-axis: Target variable )





Figure 5 : Analyzing each column using barplot with quality



Chapter 4

Performance Analysis

In this section we have discussed the results & analysis of our proposed framework.

Different performance metrics have been used to evaluate the algorithms. Further we have

compared our model with other existing models and its comparison with respect to accuracy,

precision, sensitivity, precision, F1 Score, ROC & MCC. We have also discussed proposed

models with different algorithms and models covered in Section 2.

4.1 Performance Metrics

The following five parameters are used to assess the performance of the proposed framework:

1.Accuracy: The value predicted when the sum of True Positive and True Negative is divided by

the sum of True Positive, False positive, False Negative and True Negative values of a confusion

matrix.

Accuracy= (𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒) 
 (𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)

2.Precision: The value obtained when True Positive is divided by the sum of True Positive and

False Positive values of a confusion matrix

Precision = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)

3.Recall: Sensitivity sometimes also known as Recall. It is the value obtained when True Positive

is divided by the sum of True Positive and False Negative values of a confusion matrix.

Recall= 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
 (𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)

5.F-Measure: F1 Score is obtained by multiplying Recall and Precision divided by sum of Recall

and precision of a confusion matrix. Result is then multiplied by two.



F1 Score = 2 * (𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 * 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛) 
 (𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 + 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

4.2 Comparison with ML Models

We created several baseline models but the models with highest accuracy were chosen for

stacking purposes as ensemble modelling adds more diversity to the predictions.We have chosen

accuracy as the metrics to judge models initially.Accuracy of all the models used is shown in

Table 5.Top 4 best performing models which includes XGBClassifier,Random

forest,SVM,Gradient Boosting Classifier are stacked together to give even better accuracy.We

also tested out proposed algorithm on various factors including

Accuracy,precision,recall,F1-Score.Figure 7 graphically represent the comparison of different

Machine Learning algorithms with our proposed algorithm.As we can see our proposed

algorithm outperforms the existing algorithm and previous literature work as shown in Figure

8.Hence,our work is an advance is Red wine classification.We stacked these classifiers to get

accuracy of 98.36% .As it is a multiclass classification problem we got an average of 98.0%

precision and 98% recall. As shown in Table 6 besides accuracy we have calculated Precision,

Recall and F1 score for comparison with other algorithms.

Additionally,to analyze our models we have built ROC (receiver operating characteristic curve)

because it shows the tradeoff between specificity and sensitivity for every combination of

tests.As we can see in Figure 9 our proposed algorithm ROC Curve is approximately perfect.The

better the model the closer the area of ROC is to 1.As our problem is MultiClass Classification

ROC curve has taken macro average into account . Figure 8 depicts Multi-Class Classification

more comprehensively by plotting the curve for each class through our proposed framework

.Ensembled model helped us to add diversity and multiplicity in our model. Further stacked

based models add assortment which means if an individual model gives a wrong prediction about

a certain feature ,another model used in a stacked based ensemble may have a chance to correctly

identify the same feature .



Our work greatly contributes towards food/wine analytics as we are able to classify good and

worst quality of wine while outperforming the literature review.This can greatly impact the

future research work can can nearly perfectly predict the correct quality of the food item.

Table 5: Comparison of ML algorithm & their respective accuracies

S. No. Algorithm Accuracy

1 XGBoost Classifier 97.54%

2 Gradient Boosting

Classifier

96.99%

3 Random Forest 95.90%

4. SVM 94.26%

5 KNeighbors

Classifier

94.26%

6 DecisionTree

Classifier

91.80%

7 Logistic Regression 76.50%

8 Naive Bayes 56.27%

Figure 7: Comparison of accuracy of proposed framework with different ML models



Accuracy

Table 6: Comparison of proposed Framework with existing ML Models

Models Precision Recall F1 Accuracy

Random Forest 0.96 0.96 0.95 95.90%

Gradient Boosting 0.97 0.97 0.96 96.72%

XGBoost 0.98 0.98 0.97 97.54 %

Logistic Regression 0.75 0.77 0.75 76.50%

KNN 0.94 0.94 0.94 94.26%

SVM 0.94 0.94 0.94 94.26%

Decision Tree 0.92 0.92 0.92 92.34%

Chao Ye et al 2020[19] 88.15 88.67 88.41 91.04%

Proposed Methodology 0.98 0.98 0.98 98.36%



Figure 8 : ROC-AUC Comparison for each class



Fig 9 : ROC Curve comparison

4.3 Comparison with Existing Literature

Our proposed algorithm shows a perfect ROC curve and good accuracy and it can be

considered an advance in Red wine quality prediction in return an advance in classifying

quality of any other food item. Chao Ye et al. [19] used XGBoost which influenced our work

,Further every author used SVM,Random Forest which heavily influenced our work As

shown in Figure 10 our proposed methodology outperforms previous literature work done on

the dataset . This can be used further in biomedical research work relating to food/water

quality predictions.Applying Ensembled based Stacking can benefit further research work as

it provides diversity to classifiers and increases other parameters like Accuracy , Precision

etc.

Fig 8: Comparing proposed model with existing literature
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